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About This Content

Fight with the style of the divers' robotic overlord S.T.E.V.E! The S.T.E.V.E. Weapon Skin pack adds new finishes for the
SPP-1 Pistol, Sea Mine, LJ-10 VolleyJet, and ADS Rifle.
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Title: Depth - S.T.E.V.E. Pack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Digital Confectioners
Release Date: 2 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista and above

Processor: Intel 2.4 GHz or AMD Athlon 2.6 GHz (dual-core required)

Memory: 3 MB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 4870/5770/6770 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 260/460/550 Ti

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows Supported Sound Card

Additional Notes: Broadband internet connection

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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Games actually feels good, abilities and everything is great, still the lack of players is frustrating to find a match, this could be
because i live in Puerto Rico, actually last night was different, i had the luck to play the game like 20 times with no problem,
love it honestly, keep up the work, game has potential.. Cannot recommend this game, skip it.. I like it. While trying to solve the
puzzles you have to defend against zombies. It is quite easy actually.
. Fun little puzzle game at a reasonable price :)
Absolutely nothing to complain about here,
it didn't even have any bugs and that is rare on Steam.... For Achivement's. @ sergeant _ oddball what you are saying about
driving in advanced mode and changing the reverser is 100% incorrect. To move the reverser you hold the E key down to unlock
it and while doing so move the reverser. Once that you have moved the reverser let the E key go. I see that you have only 233hrs
in TS and have lots to learn. I have over 2,000hrs playing TS. This is a great loco and anybody into steamers should buy this
loco.. As of writing this, I have completed all 30 levels and obtained all the achievements.

This is quite an enjoyable short game where you have to connect the power source to the building by rotating pipe pieces and
directing the power. Each level is timed and your speed is rated by stars, 3 being the quickest and 0 being slowest.

It can get quite challenging as towards the later levels the number of pieces increases dramatically, and as a result it tests your
ability to make quick judgement and quick clicking to complete the level on time. Assuming you're going for 3 stars. I really
enjoyed this game as well as the soundtrack that was playing in the background, it really suited the levels as it was a faced paced
beat. I only failed 3 levels the first time, and I gotta admit - It was a good feeling failing. Granted after I lost, I knew the
pathway, but it was still great.

I'd definitely recommend this game to anyone wanting to play a short, cheap game.. Great value for money, if your looking for a
railtour engine, all scenario's work. Quick Drive, is fantastic, on Western Line of Scotland if you own that DLC. Also, has a
cold start function, so plenty of in cab thngs to do. Layout is well done as well.

Is it value for money at list price? Yes, I would say so. Please note there is no passenger view from the train. I personally don't
find this an issue, though some users do like\/prefer passenger view.

Sound is good as well. I use this engine regular, I bought it on an offer with 50% off, so I consider this purchase to have been
extrememly good value for money.. I fixed the bug i had all you need to realy do to fix the sems you have heroes of the west
installed in another area just launch anyways if you can't join a server delete your documents folder of red orchestra 2 (it doesnt
remove progress just your graphic settings). its a good game
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After playing this I realised why my life was worth living and decided not to kill myself. This game saved my life.. Classic 2D
platforming, funny and addicting (nice graphics, simple controls, 30 levels).I really liked is the game mechanics.
We running and jumping across platforms and avoiding deadly obstacles.
Great game it feels like I am playing Mario.. Good game. Needs single-player content. Nobody plays it multiplayer anymore.

Has occasional performance problems - I experienced this with small ships (not the monster unlimited-budget ships available
recently). Probably related to point-defense targeting on my ship vs. bomb/missile spam as far as I could tell. Didn't have the
patience to diagnose further.

If you have a dedicated group of friends to play this with, get it. If you don't, get Reassembly instead - it's similar to this game
(design-your-own top-down 2D spaceship-combat-game), but designed for single-player from the ground up.

Side note: The game lets you share ship designs in .PNG images. The image portion of the file shows a picture of a ship, but the
actual data of the ship design used by the game is stored in a custom PNG chunk in the same file. This is an *utterly brilliant*
idea, and the creator gets major props from a fellow game developer for coming up with this.. Brick Breaker with items,
enemies, and bosses. Like their other games this game takes some skill to complete but it is extremely fun.. this game has bad
meta reviews, but it's really not that bad. It's a fun little indie-game that brings back memories of early to mid 90's side-scrolling
shoot-em-ups
. Note : Since English is not my native language so my english is not 100% correct.

At first I thought I would like to wait for some more review but after some time I think "F*ck it , I'll buy and I'll play myself".
Well this game has some flaws in it but most of them you can overlook them.

Pro
- Great Concept
I really love this game concept. It's wide open. You can do whatever you want. From Fishing , Crafting , Fight some monster
there is a lot of things to do in this game. But the problem lie itself in this game concept which I'll talk about that later in this
review.

- BGM & Art
BGM in this game is really relaxing. Actually some of track in this game remind me of The Sims 1 and I really love The Sims 1
tracks.

I really love the art of this game. Look good to me

Con
- "Where the f*ck do I go"
Yes it really wide open and most of the time you don't know where you should go and what you should do. It's really confusing
me. Because this game has no "main plot" (or it has but I just play for around hour so I don't know). So most of the time you'll
just run around and don't know what to do next.

- Learning Curve
I don't know that this is because I'm bad at this game or this game really hard. At the first area I'm fine , I can take care of
Monitor Lizard , Chicken but in the next area of this game. You'll face wolf and that wolf kill me in one hit. So I think maybe
should I get some better equiqment but the "better" equiqment cost me a lot. So where do you get money? by doing quest and
there is a lot of quest that impossible for you when you just start playing this game.

- No Exp bar
I look every where and I can't see any not only exp bar but "Level Indicator". So I don't know I ready to face some tougher
enemy or not and I don't want to risk facing tougher monster and get wreck.

- Resolution
Even "Fit" in option still look bad for me. There is only three options. x1 which is really small , x2 which is ehh...still small and
Fit which is look bad for my monitor.
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Overall even it has some flaws this game is enjoyable. not the best RPG Game I ever play but at least you can kill some time in
this game.. A miserable experience from beginning to end, I would have to call it one of the worst games I've ever played. it
feels like the game wasn't even playtested before being thrown onto the Steam Store to trick unsuspecting buyers with its low
price. The level design is atrocious, the ball breaks far too easily, the visuals feel like they were ripped from a stock asset pack,
and the music gets repetitive very early on. Honestly, you'd get more enjoyment out of a coffee for two bucks than you would
this excuse for a game.. The best worst game I've ever played.

WELCOME TO THE BONEZONE. As good as any PopCap game. Excellent fun looking for hidden objects. Keeps your mind
alert and ready to go.. Warning I am speaking from a point of view of hat uses RPG Maker. while learning how to use the
software I came across Echo's Youtube channel and she was very helpful. When I saw that Gaia's Melody was on Steam I just
had to get it. At $10.99 I was sure it woul haven't got far but It is definitely story rich but not to much. There was some bugs at
first but as far as I know they are fixed. Great Job Echo I look forward to play more of your game. And thank you for your help
teaching how to use RPG Maker
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